
YOUR PATHWAY TO ELECTRIFICATION

Motiv Power Systems is a US-based sustainable technology company delivering industry-leading electric 
trucks and buses and charging infrastructure offerings. 

Every day, fleet managers deploy hundreds of Motiv vehicles as the “backbone of urban commerce”.  
With over 98% uptime, Motiv is the only electric vehicle (EV) provider trusted day-in and day-out to carry 
goods, move people, and perform tasks as part of core North American fleet operations. Our customers include 
the top three linen companies and the largest bakery in the USA, as well as the largest Canadian parcel carrier.

PREPARING YOU FOR A ONCE A LIFETIME TRANSFORMATION  
OF TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS

We will provide support for fleet electrification, 
driver and maintenance training, financing, and 
more. Through our end-to-end support, we are 
able to clearly define a pathway to success with 
your current fleet refresh program. 

HIGHEST-TOUCH  
CUSTOMER SUPPORT

We will work with your team to understand 
your business needs and create a fully 
tailored EV solution. We offer electrification 
beyond vehicles, including charge stations, 
turnkey installation, financing, and more. 

CUSTOMER-DRIVEN 
SOLUTIONS

Our proprietary fifth generation EPIC chassis 
uses best-of-breed bodies and components.  
Our field-proven AdaptEV software platform is 
used in over 140 vehicles, with more than  
1.5 M miles on the road, operating at 98% uptime. 

ROAD-TESTED, PROVEN,  
& RELIABLE

FLEET OF THE FUTURE

Spurred by regulatory compliance, national 
and internal sustainability targets, and a 
lower total cost of ownership (TCO), fleet 
electrification is underway. 

Parcel Food Retail / Services

Over the past decade, we developed a proven and proprietary design process that blends your real-world,  
on-the-road input with our deep EV technical expertise. Our working knowledge ensures your EV fleets  
deliver on sustainability goals while maintaining business productivity, driver safety, and customer efficiency.
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YOUR VEHICLE, ONLY ELECTRIC

> Comprehensive analysis of business needs,  
funding incentives, route usage, TCO, and ROI

> Meet new compliance and regulation requirements

> EVs improve driver experience, recruitment,  
and retention

> Best-in-class post deployment support and training

> Understanding energy rates and utility bills

> Working with utilities, electricians, and other partners

> Right-sizing, selecting, and installing equipment

> Motiv’s QuickStart Program gets vehicles on the 
road the day they are delivered

> Financing options available

PLANNING THE FLEET OF THE FUTURE
Electric Trucks & Buses Turnkey Charging Solutions

YOUR PATHWAY TO ELECTRIFICATION


